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ABSTRACT This study was carried out to investigate whether the quantitative analysis of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals of infants with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) can be used for early prediction
of cerebral palsy (CP). We computed sample entropy (SampEn), permutation entropy (PEn), and spectral
entropy (SpEn) measures to reflect the signals’ complexity and the graph-theoretic parameters derived from
weighted phase-lag index (WPLI) to measure functional brain connectivity. Both feature sets were calculated
in the noise-assisted multivariate empirical mode decomposition (NA-MEMD) domain to characterize the
tempo-spectral integration of information and thus provide novel insight into the brain dynamics. Statistical
analysis results showed a general abnormality in the EEG of individuals with CP at the alpha-band component. Particularly, complexity measures were decreased, and graph-theoretic parameters specified by the
diameter feature were increased in infants with CP compared to those with normal neurology. The proposed
set of features have also been evaluated using the random under-sampling boosting (RUSBoost) classifier,
which was trained and tested on the feature vectors of a cohort of 26 infants - 6 who developed CP by the age
of 24 months and 20 with normal neuromotor outcome. A good performance of 84.6% classification accuracy
(ACC), 83% sensitivity (SNS), 85% specificity (SPC) and 0.87 area under curve (AUC) was obtained using
the entropy features extracted from the alpha-band component. A close result of 80.8% ACC, 67% SNS,
85% SPC and 0.79 AUC was also achieved using the diameter feature calculated from the same frequency
range. Therefore, it was concluded that the obtained brain functions’ characteristics successfully discriminate
between the two groups of infants. These characteristics could be considered potential biomarkers of
cerebral cellular damage and, therefore, could be employed in practical clinical applications for early
CP prediction.
INDEX TERMS Brain connectivity, cerebral palsy (CP), electroencephalogram (EEG), empirical mode
decomposition (EMD), hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE), graph theory, noise-assisted multivariate
empirical mode decomposition (NA-MEMD), weighted phase-lag index (WPLI).

I. INTRODUCTION
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Hasan S. Mir.
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Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) as a consequence of
perinatal asphyxia is one of the common causes of neonatal
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brain injury. Subsequent neuromotor impairment – cerebral
palsy (CP) [1] - remains a frequent outcome, even when
infants are treated with hypothermia, which is now standard
clinical care in most centers. CP is a movement and posture
disorder frequently associated with epilepsy, impairment of
sensation, cognition, communication, and/or behavior [2].
As a lifelong condition, it has a severe socio-economic impact
on families and health care systems [3]. Early identification of
infants with neonatal HIE who are at high risk of developing
CP later in life is important for appropriate early counseling
and planning of intervention strategies [4], which ultimately
may lead to improved outcomes.
Hadders-Algra [4] has provided a detailed review of the
opportunities and challenges for early diagnosis and early
intervention in CP. This review concluded that the most
frequently used assessment methods for early prediction
of CP are (a) neurological and neuromotor assessments,
(b) neuroimaging, and (c) neurophysiological tests. Even
though neurological and neuromotor assessments have been
widely used in diagnosing CP and their prediction value
is generally good, they are subjective and often require a
longitudinal series of tests to detect the abnormalities.
Alternatively, neuroimaging techniques have been used
as promising tools for the early prediction of CP in highrisk infants [4], and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
the preferred imaging technique for this purpose [5]–[11].
Moreover, considerable literature employed neurophysiological tests with infants at risk of adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes. Conventional grading electroencephalogram
(cEEG) and amplitude-integrated electroencephalogram
(aEEG) modalities were found to predict the outcome
well [5], [10]–[13]. However, interpretation of the prognostic
value of these methods remains subjective [14].
On the other hand, quantitative EEG (qEEG) analysis could
provide objective, reproducible and reliable biomarkers to
characterize the brain activities related to CP. These measures
have been suggested to be the gold standard biomarker for
identifying CP.
Spectral power, functional brain connectivity, particularly
coherence, and complexity analysis of EEG signals are the
most common features used in this field. Gao et al. [15], [16]
employed linear-complexity measures to assess the temporal
and spatial correlations of EEG signals in adolescent patients
with CP and their neurotypical peers. Nevertheless, EEG
is a nonlinear and non-stationary signal in nature [17], and
such linear-based measurements are not well adapted for its
analysis.
Coherence measures and spectral power were employed
in different studies, such as [18]–[20], to characterize EEG
signals of children with CP. However, coherence measures are
significantly affected by the volume conduction issue [15].
Moreover, coherence is further restricted by its assumption
of the linearity of the signal and its low temporal resolution. On the other hand, spectral power-based measures
are often limited by their stationarity assumption of signals
and their reliance on the predefined traditional brain waves.
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Prior selection of the frequency ranges may lead to omitting
potentially meaningful brain dynamics, specifically in the
case of infants, due to the well-known variability between
them and the older individuals in the neural oscillations of
interest [21].
Details on the CP identification using nonlinear complexity
analysis are limited to Sajedi et al. [22], who employed a
fractal dimension to measure the nonlinear complexity of
EEGs. Nevertheless, they estimated the fractal dimension
from broad-band EEGs and did not consider the series of
different intrinsic oscillations inherent in the signals [17].
Thus, although different qEEG research has been conducted to explore the brain activities related to CP, no single
study exists that employed a qEEG measure that considers
the nonlinearity and nonstationary characteristics of EEG.
Furthermore, all previous studies have been carried out in
adolescents and children with CP, and the detailed exploration of using qEEG to identify CP at infancy was rarely
investigated [23].
Therefore, this research aims to investigate the effectiveness of two qEEG approaches in a machine learning framework for early prediction of CP in term-born infants with
neonatal HIE, diagnosed as having CP or no CP at 24 months
of age. Functional brain connectivity, specifically weighted
phase lag-index (WPLI) characterized by graph-theoretical
parameters, and complexity analysis of EEG utilizing sample
entropy (SampEn), permutation entropy (PEn), and spectral
entropy (SpEn), are the two methods proposed in this study
to characterize infants’ resting-state EEG. Both approaches
consider the nonlinearity and nonstationarity nature of EEG
signals. Further, the WPLI connectivity measure is robust
against the volume conduction issue, mainly raised with the
coherence measures used in the literature. These measures
have been successfully used in diagnosing various brain
disorders [24], [25].
The fundamental difference between WPLI and complexity measures is that the functional brain connectivity characterizes the interaction between different brain areas over time,
while the entropies reflect the complex behavior of each EEG
signal independently.
Noise-assisted multivariate empirical mode decomposition
(NA-MEMD) has been utilized to adaptively decompose
(without a priori selection of the filter cut-offs) the EEG
signal into finite oscillation scales at the time domain. The
proposed two sets of features were then computed from each
scale to characterize the overlapping time-frequency brain
dynamics associated with CP.
Statistical analysis was initially utilized to evaluate the
capability of the entropies and WPLI-based measures in discriminating between infants with CP and infants with normal
neurology. The features were then used to train and test a
random under-sampling boosting (RUSBoost) classifier to
show how useful they could be in practical CP prediction.
The whole proposed methodology is depicted in Fig. 1.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section II describes the materials and methods adopted here.
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the proposed methodology for the classification of infants with CP and infants with normal
neurology.

The analysis results are presented in Section III and discussed
in detail in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and
suggests some future research directions.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section describes the experimental data and the
employed preprocessing methods used to generate artefactfree EEG. It then reviews the NA-MEMD decomposition
method as well as the complexity and WPLI-based measures.
The proposed feature extraction schemes, statistical analysis
method and the RUSBoost classifier are also described. The
whole analysis was carried out in the MATLAB software
package R2018a.

applied according to the international 10-20 system were
used. Recordings were done by either a Nihon Kohden (sampling frequency 512 Hz, high-pass filter 0.08 Hz, the low-pass
filter 300 Hz) or XLTEK (sampling frequency 512 Hz, highpass filter 0.1 Hz, the low-pass filter 400 Hz) clinical videoEEG system. A consultant neurophysiologist examined all
of the recorded EEGs and extracted a continuous clip with
minimal artifacts (the average length of the clips is approximately two minutes). Secondary analysis of anonymized,
routinely collected clinical data was approved by the HRA
and Health and Care Research Wales, HCRW (Reference ID
20/HRA/0260; IRAS project ID 278072 University Hospital
Southampton R&D protocol number RHM CHI1047).

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA DESCRIPTION

EEG data used in this work were collected from 30 neonates
born at term equivalent age (38-42 weeks of gestation)
with HIE treated with hypothermia at University Hospital Southampton (UHS) between February 2017 and
August 2017. The infants were followed up under the clinical
follow-up program at the UHS, with a neurological examination at age 24 months by a pediatric neurologist. Out of
the 30 infants, 26 infants reached two years of corrected age
and completed the follow-up assessment. A diagnosis of CP
was made according to the criteria of the Surveillance of CP
in Europe Working Group [26]. In this study, 20 infants had
normal neurology, while six developed CP at 24 months of
age. The EEGs were recorded from the infants on the neonatal
intensive care unit within the first seven days after birth,
during a period of restfulness with eyes closed for at least
20 minutes. Nineteen surface electrodes (C3, C4, CZ, F3, F4,
F7, F8, FZ, FP1, FP2, O1, O2, P3, P4, PZ, T3, T4, T5 and T6)
VOLUME 9, 2021

B. DATA PREPROCESSING

The continuous resting-state data was pre-processed using
EEGLAB, an open-source toolbox in MATLAB, to remove
the remaining artifacts such as eye movement, muscle, heart
activities, line noise, and signal discontinuity. The block diagram of the pre-processing steps is depicted in Fig. 2.
The data were initially filtered through a bandpass filter
with the cut-off frequencies of 0.5 Hz and 45 Hz. Then, the
bad channels were identified to make the data amenable for
the analysis. EEGLAB automatically picks the bad channels
based on two criteria: first, the flat channels, and second,
the channels with large amount of noise determined based
on their standard deviation. Subsequently, the bad channels
(which were 7) were removed from each subject and not
included in further analysis in any subject in our dataset. The
remaining 12 channels were: C3, F3, F7, Fz, O1, O2, P3, P4,
T3, T4, T5, and T6.
137835
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C. N-A MULTIVARIATE EMPIRICAL
MODE DECOMPOSITION

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of the pre-processing steps.

The data were then re-referenced by a common averaged
reference (CAR) to reduce the confounding effects of the
reference. After that, the continuous EEG was segmented
into epochs of 2s length according to the typical approaches
followed for EEG resting-state analysis [19]. Because EEG is
a non-stationary signal in its nature and quasi-stationary only
within short intervals, a 2s epoch is considered an appropriate
length of time to capture the essence of its properties [27].
Ocular artifact, particularly eye movement, was automatically detected through the EEGLAB toolbox by setting the
threshold value equal to 55 µV because such artifacts were
defined as greater than this value [28]. Thus, each epoch
containing values above this threshold was marked as a bad
epoch. After this step, the remaining epochs were visually
inspected to determine whether they were contaminated by
high frequency, line noise, or discontinuity. The corrupted
epochs were rejected and excluded from further analysis.
Independent component analysis (ICA) was then applied,
using the runICA algorithm implemented in EEGLAB,
to remove the remaining artefacts from the signals, such as
muscle artefacts and cardiac activity. Thus, the EEG signals
from the 12 channels are separated into their 12 constituent
independent components (ICs), as the general rule of ICA is
to find the N independent components from the N linearly
mixed-signal (input channel data). These ICs are then projected back to the EEGs using the estimated separating matrix
after the artefact-related ICs are manually eliminated [17].
Finally, a total of 12 channels, each with 30 artifact-free
of 2s epochs per subject, were used in the next stage of the
analysis.
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Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [29], more
specifically its noise-assisted multivariate extension
(NA-MEMD) [30], was employed in this study to decompose
the EEG signals into finite oscillation scales at the time
domain. Multivariate mode decomposition (MEMD) was
initially proposed by Rehman et al. [31] to solve the modealignment problem, which leads to a non-identical number
of IMFs when analyzing a multivariate signal using the
standard EMD. Later, Rehman et al. improved their method
by proposing the NA-MEMD, which solves the mode-mixing
–the second problem associated with the EMD. Mode-mixing
arises when a single IMF contains different frequency ranges.
NA-MEMD solves this issue by adding a multivariate independent white noise to the original multivariate signal, and
then it processes the resulting composite using the MEMD
algorithm.
Unlike other traditional decomposing methods such as
band-pass filters, Short-time Fourier [32] and Wavelet transform [33], EMD-based methods do not require a predefined basis of the signal, and they decompose the time-series
adaptively, through the Sifting process, from high to lowfrequency components known as intrinsic mode functions
(IMFs). The resulted IMFs should sum to a composite nearly
identical to the original signal given by
Xn
x (t) =
IMF i (t) + Rn (t)
(1)
i=1

where x(t) is the original signal, t is the time, i is the IMF
index, n is the total number of IMFs, and Rn (t) is the residue
of the signal x(t) after n number of IMFs are extracted.
The procedure of the Sifting process of the NA-MEMD
method starts by considering a sequence of n-dimensional
vectors {v(t)}Tt=1 = {v1 (t), v2 (t), v3 (t), . . . , vn (t)} that represents a multivariate signal with n components (including the
original signals and the added noise), and a set of direction
vectors X Qk = {x1k , x2k , x3k , . . . . . . , xnk } along the directions
given by angles Qk = {Qk1 , Qk2 , . . . , Qk(n−1) } on an (n − 1)sphere. Then, the MEMD algorithm is applied according to
the following steps:
1. Choose a suitable set of points for sampling on a (n-1)
sphere.
T
2. Calculate a projection, denoted by {PQk (t)}t=1 , of the
T
input signal {v(t)}t=1 along the direction vector X Qk ,
for all k (the whole set of direction vectors), giving
K
{PQk (t)}k=1 as the set of projections.
Q
3. Find the time instants tj k corresponding to the maxima of
K

Qk
the set of projectedsignals
 {P (t)}k=1 .
Q
Q
4. Interpolate [tj k , v tj k ] to obtain the multivariate enveK

lope curves {eQk (t)}k=1 .
5. For a set of K direction vectors, the mean
Pm(t) Qof the
k
envelope curves is calculated as m (t) = K1 K
k=1 e (t).
6. Extract the detail IMF i (t) using IMF i (t) = v (t) − m(t).
If the detail IMF i (t) satisfies the IMF conditions [29],
VOLUME 9, 2021
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apply the above procedure to v (t) − IMF i (t), otherwise
apply it to IMF i (t).
The Sifting process ends when the detail is monotonic, and
no more IMFs can be extracted from it. It is important to note
that the added noise is never mixed with the original data, as it
resides in a different subspace which is discarded at the end
of the Sifting process.
D. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

A growing body of literature has reported atypical EEG
complexity associated with different brain disorders [24]. The
interpretation of the complexity changes differs according to
the physiological parameters and the clinical or neurodevelopmental condition studied. Nevertheless, there is increasing
evidence that various pathological processes are associated
with abnormal and often (but not always) reduced measures
of physiological complexity [34]. Complexity analysis is
utilized to provide a nonlinear estimation of the dynamical
brain activity. The entropy-based features are commonly used
to quantify the complexity of a time series [24]. A brief
description of the entropies employed in this study is given
in the following.
1) SAMPLE ENTROPY

SampEn was developed by Richman and Moorman [35] to
estimate the randomness or irregularity of a time series. It is a
modification of approximate entropy (ApEn) [36], improving
its sensitivity to the signal length and immunity to the noise
in the data [35]. Both measures have been widely used for the
analysis of physiological datasets. SampEn is the probability
that two similar patterns for m point remain similar at the next
m + 1 point within a tolerance r. Thus, for the time series x(i)
of length N , SampEn is given by:

SampEn (m, r, N ) = − ln[Am (r) Bm (r)],
(2)
where
Am (r) = (N − m)−1
Bm (r) = (N − m)
Cim (r) = (N

XN −m

i=1
XN −m
−1

i=1
− m − 1)−1 Ci ,

Cim+1 (r) ,

(3)

Cim (r) ,

(4)

i = 1, 2, . . . , N − m,

(5)

where m is the embedding dimension, Bm (r) is the likelihood
that Xm (i) and Xm (j) is matching for m points, while Am (r) is
the likelihood that Xm (i) and Xm (j) will match for m+1 points.
Cim (r) is the probability of a vector Xm (i) being similar to
Xm (j) within a tolerance r, Ci is the number that the distance
between the two vectors X (i) and X (j) is smaller than r, and a
vector Xm (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1) reconstituted of this series,
and is given by: Xm (i) = {X (i), X (i + 1), . . . , X (i + m − 1)}.
A small value of SampEn indicates similar patterns and,
therefore, a low complex time series, while a large value
reflects a time series with high complexity.
For optimal estimation of SampEn, previous studies have
recommended the embedding dimension m = 2 or 3, and
the tolerance r = 0.1 - 0.25 of the standard deviation of the
VOLUME 9, 2021

signal [37], [38]. In this exploration, we checked different
parameter settings in these recommended ranges to check
the robustness of the estimated SampEn measures against the
small changes in parameters.
2) PERMUTATION ENTROPY

Bandt and Pompe proposed PEn to measure the irregularity
of the signal by quantifying the occurrence of ordinal patterns
within the time series [39]. Characterized by its simplicity
and robustness, PEn measures the signal’s irregularity by
comparing the neighboring values of multidimensional ordinal sequence vectors, which are formed based on embedding
dimension and time delay parameters. For the time series x(i)
of length N that reconstructed using the embedding dimension m, the normalized PEn is given by:
XK
PEn = −
pi log pi
(6)
i=1

where K is the number of different permutation equal to
N − m + 1, and pi is the probability of the ith permutation.
The smaller the value of PEn, the less complex the time
series is [39].
PEn estimation depends on the selected values of embedding dimension m and time delay L used to reconstruct the
sequence vectors. The appropriate selection of these parameters is necessary for proper PEn estimation. Olofsen et al. [40]
suggested the values of m = 3 and L = 1-2 for this purpose.
This study calculated the PEn using these recommended values to investigate whether the small changes in the embedding
parameters could affect the entropy estimation.
3) SPECTRAL ENTROPY

SpEn is a standard EEG complexity measure that computes the randomness of the signal spectrum. Thus, unlike
SampEn and PEn, SpEn estimates the signal irregularity
in the frequency domain. For this end, SpEn applies the
Shannon entropy concept to the normalized power spectral
density (PSD) of the signal such that,
XN
SpEn = −
pi log pi ,
(7)
i=1

where pi is the probability of PSD at each frequency point i,
and N is the total frequency points. The sum of all pi is
equal to 1 [41]. SpEn is an efficient way to reflect the degree
of skewness in the frequency distribution. A high value of
SpEn indicates a flat, uniform spectrum with a broad spectral
content, and a low value of SpEn describes a spectrum with
all the power condensed into a single frequency point [42].
E. WPLI-BASED FUNCTIONAL BRAIN
CONNECTIVETY ABNALYSIS

Functional brain connectivity measures the interdependency
among activities of distinct and distant brain regions by using
statistical methods, such as correlation, covariance, and phase
synchronization (PS) [43]. PS is a nonlinear method used
to measure the phase relations of electrophysiological brain
signals [43]. Such a method could reveal the underlying
137837
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information exchange and relationship strength between each
pair of the signal’s sources. Thus, PS has been chosen to
compare the functional brain connectivity of the infants who
developed CP and the normal group.
WPLI is a phase-based functional connectivity method that
was used, in this study, for the quantification of PS. It was
proposed to settle the well-known problem of phase-lag index
(PLI), alleviating the sensitivity to noise that might exist in
case of small perturbation of phase, which could turn phase
lags into leads and vice versa and cause discontinuity of the
measure [44]. To reduce this issue, WPLI gives an improved
estimation of connectivity by weighting the phase difference
according to their magnitudes of the imaginary component of
the cross-spectrum. In this way, the phase differences, which
are at the high potential of changing their true sign with
small noise perturbations, are weighed by a small value of
the imaginary component. Consequently, they have a lower
influence on estimating connectivity.
Mathematically, WPLI can be defined as:
WPLI =

|h|I(X )|sign (I(X ))i|
h|I(X )|i

flow in the brain of infants diagnosed later with CP. These
features were calculated using the brain connectivity toolbox
(BCT) [45] in a MATLAB environment, and a brief description of them has been shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. List of the graph parameters that used for characterizing a
network.

(8)

where I(X ) is the imaginary component of the crossspectrum X . The WPLI value is either one, denoting to the
presence of synchronization, or zero, refereeing to no synchronization between two signal sources.
WPLI quantifies the strength of phase coupling between
neural oscillators by estimating the instantaneous phase from
the time-series signal. It is important to derive the WPLI
from narrow-band components in each source to get the
phase’s intending physical interpretation. For that reason,
herein, the NA-MEMD method was applied to decompose
EEG signals into the intrinsic components before calculating
the WPLI matrix.
F. GRAPH THEORY ANALYSIS

In the graph theory analysis, the brain is represented as a
network where the nodes correspond to distinct brain regions
(or EEG electrodes in EEG-based functional brain connectivity derivation) and the edges representing the functional
connections between them identified by the WPLI index. Traditionally, the graph network is characterized over two-level
scales: nodal and global. The nodal property gives us insight
into the node’s property in terms of its connectivity with the
neighboring nodes.
In contrast, the global metrics reveal the information flow
of the whole network as well as any specialized local processing. In this study, we mainly investigated the global properties
of the network owing to the neuroimaging results, which
suggested hyper-connection and hypo-connection alteration
associated with the brain function of individuals with CP [16].
These two properties could be captured by the global network metrics: transitivity, global efficiency, radius, diameter,
characteristic path length, and clustering coefficient. Thus,
these six graph parameters were chosen to be used in this
study as they could provide great insight into the information
137838

G. NA-MEMD-BASED FEATURE EXTRACTION PROCESS

The NA-MEMD method was utilized to decompose the
EEG signals before extracting the two fundamentally feature classes, namely entropies and graph-theoretic measures. To characterize the multi-subject neural recordings
collected over multi-channel and multi-epochs, our proposed
NA-MEMD-based analysis consists of the following steps:
1. For each channel, the data points from all infants were
combined to obtain a multivariate signal. Combining signals from different sources and constructing a multivariate
signal for NA-MEMD analysis to acquire aligned IMFs
has been employed in the literature [47]. Hence, we constructed twelve different matrices (i.e., one matrix for
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 3. The proposed simultaneous decomposition method of the EEG signals.

each channel); each of them has the dimensionality of
Ns × Nt × Ne , where Ns denotes the number of subjects
(which is 26), Nt indicates the number of temporal samples
(which is 1024), and Ne is the number of epochs of each
subject (which is 30).
2. Each of the twelve matrices was reshaped into
a two-dimensional time series of the dimension
[Ns × Ne ] × Nt before decomposing it by the NA-MEMD
algorithm. Following this step, we ensure that all IMFs
are aligned not only across infants but also across epochs.
A similar process has been adopted previously by [48].
Fig. 3 illustrates the decomposition process.
3. After the decomposition, different numbers of IMFs were
produced from different electrodes. The EEG channels
that yielded the lowest number of IMFs upon the decomposition gave ten modes. Thus, to unify the number of
IMFs among channels, the first ten IMFs of each channel
were considered. Fig. 4 shows the extracted IMFs of a
sample epoch from a channel that gave ten IMFs.
4. The frequencies of each IMF were then acquired by
the fast Fourier transform (FFT). After inspecting the
power spectra of IMFs, IMF1 and IMF2 were considered
noisy as they contained different oscillatory components.
Thus, these modes were excluded from further analysis.
IMF10 was also ignored as it represented the residue
mode of some EEG channels, which might give unreal
information about the signal. The scales of the remaining
IMFs were localized approximately around the following ranges: IMF3 (30-35 Hz), IMF4 (20-25 Hz), IMF5
(10-13 Hz), IMF6 (5-8 Hz), IMF7 (3-4 Hz), IMF8
(2-3 Hz), and IMF9 (0.5-2 Hz). Referring to the five traditional brain waves [17], IMF3 to IMF6 frequencies belong
to the gamma, beta, alpha and theta bands, respectively,
while IMF7, IMF8 and IMF9 all belong to the delta brain
wave.
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FIGURE 4. An example of a set of IMFs resulting from the NA-MEMD
method.

5. After IMF selection, we ended up with a dataset of the
following dimensionality for each subject: Nc × Ni ×
Ne × Nt , where Nc is the number of channels which
is 12, Ni is the selected number of IMFs, which is 7
(IMF3 – IMF9), Ne is the number of epochs which is 30,
and Nt is the number of the samples which is 1024.
6. For each channel and each IMF, the proposed entropy
measures were computed for each epoch. The calculated
features were then averaged among the epochs to obtain
one SampEn, one PEn, and one SpEn for each IMF signal.
Thus, for each subject and each IMF signal, we ended up
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with 36 features (3 features × 12 channels). These features
were then used to train and test the RUSBoost classifier.
7. Before calculating the WPLI-based features, the alignment of the selected IMFs (IMF3 – IMF9) among channels
was investigated and confirmed.
8. For each IMF and each epoch, the WPLI connectivity
matrix was computed between the twelve channels. The
generated WPLI matrices were then averaged over the
epochs to get one connectivity matrix for each IMF signal.
9. Each connectivity matrix was then transformed into a
connectivity network, and the graph-theoretic parameters
were calculated to quantify its properties. Thus, for each
subject and each IMF signal, we ended up with six graphtheoretic features. These features were then used to train
and test the RUSBoost classifier.
H. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Kruskal-Wallis test [49] was adopted in this study to verify
whether the discriminatory capability of the selected set of
features (entropies and the graph-theoretic features in the
NA-MEMD domain) was statistically significant between the
two classes (infants who developed CP and those who did
not). The test was carried out using the MATLAB statistics
toolbox.
In general, the difference between groups is statistically
significant when the p-value falls below a threshold known as
the level of significance (α), usually equal to 0.05. However,
a proper adjustment is required if several independent tests
are simultaneously conducted (known as multiple comparisons). Thus, Benjamini–Hochberg false discovery rate [50],
a well-known approach for such adjustment, was employed
in this study.
For complexity analysis, the Kruskal-Wallis test was utilized to determine the capability of the three entropy features computed from each IMF (21 p-values: 3 features ×
7 scales). Benjamini–Hochberg correction was employed to
control these multiple comparisons, and the value of α has
been corrected from 0.05 to 0.0019.
For WPLI, the Kruskal-Wallis test was also used to assess
the discriminant capabilities of the six graph-theoretic features computed from each IMF (42 p-values: 6 features ×
7 scales). Utilizing Benjamini–Hochberg correction, the
p-value was corrected to 0.02.
I. FEATURE SELECTION

The proposed complexity analysis method employed 36 features for each subject extracted from each IMF signal
(3 entropies × 12 channels). This situation may lead to the
overfitting problem as the number of features are greater than
the number of training samples (the 26 subjects). Selecting
the highly informative features from a larger pool of available
ones is recommended to optimize the classification performance [51].
Different feature selection techniques have been proposed
in the literature [51]. Due to its simplicity and reliability [51],
137840

we employed the scalar feature selection method according to
the following procedure:
1. Normalize the features to zero mean and unit variance to
remove the bias from features having high values.
xi − x̄
, i = 1, 2, . . . , N
(9)
σ
where x̂i is the normalized value, N be the number of
features, xi is the feature i, x̄ the mean and σ be the
standard deviation.
2. Rank the features in descending order according to the
Fisher’s discriminant ratio (FDR) measure.
x̂i =

FDR =

(µ1 − µ2 )2
(σ12 + σ22 )

(10)

where µ1 is the mean of the first class, µ2 is the mean of
the second class, σ12 and σ22 are the variance of the first
and second class, respectively.
3. Compute the cross-correlations among the top-ranked feature (with the index i1 ) and each remaining features. The
index, i2 , of the second most important feature is computed as
i2 = arg max {a1 Cj − a2 ρi1 ,j },

j 6 = i1

(11)

which incorporates the feature ranking value C for the jth
feature, and the cross-correlation (ρi1 ,j ) between the best
feature (i1 ) and feature j 6 = i1 . The parameters a1 , a2 are
weighting factors.
4. The rest of the features are ranked according to
a2 Xk−1
ik = arg max{a1 Cj −
ρir ,j }, j 6 = ir
r=1
k −1
(12)
for r = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, and k = 3, 4, . . . , m.
The top-ranked features were then selected to train and test
the RUSBoost classifier.
J. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The choice of our classifier was guided by the class imbalance
in our sample set, as described in section A – 20 neonates with
the normal neuromotor outcome and six with CP. Therefore,
a RUSBoost classifier was adopted to discriminate between
the two groups as it is efficient in alleviating the problem of
class imbalance. RUSBoost is a hybrid method combining
random undersampling with a boosting approach. A random undersampling algorithm works by randomly removing
instances from the majority class until the intended balance
is achieved [52]. Boosting is an ensemble method that constructs a robust classifier from several weak classifiers (such
as a decision tree) by building a model from training data
and then formulating a second model that seeks to correct the
existing error in the previous models. This process is repeated
until the training set is predicted correctly [52]. RUSBoost
has several advantages, such as computational simplicity,
reliability and short training time, making it a useful solution
for learning from imbalanced data. The classifier training
VOLUME 9, 2021
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was performed using Classification Learner App within the
Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox in MATLAB.
Data overfitting is one of the most common problems that
affect classification performance in which the model performs well on training data but poorly fits new ones. Overfitting risk increases for several reasons, such as an imbalanced
or limited number of samples and a large number of features.
In this study, while the RUSBoost classifier was employed
to reduce the effect of imbalanced data, cross-validation
was used to mitigate the limited number of samples problem. Particularly, the leave-one subject-out cross-validation
(LOSOCV) method was employed, as it is useful when the
same data need to be used for both training and testing (due
to the limited data samples) [53]. Given N subjects (herein
N = 26), LOSOCV uses the feature vectors of N −1 subjects
for training and the vector of the remaining subject for testing.
This procedure is repeated N times, leaving out the data of a
different subject each time. Finally, the classifier performance
is obtained by averaging the N independent results. Thus,
the same dataset is utilized for training and testing, and, at the
same time, the testing is carried out on samples that have not
been seen in the training [53].
The performance of the classifier was evaluated using the
conventional measures of accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SNS),
specificity (SPC), and area under curve (AUC).
III. RESULTS

This section illustrates the details and outcomes of employing
the two proposed set of features and presents the significance
of the results.
A. ENTROPY ANALYSIS RESULTS

Fig. 5 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for
SampEn, PEn, and SpEn, respectively, when computed from
each IMF for all electrodes to discriminate between the CP
and normal groups. Different embedding dimensions m and
tolerances r were explored for SampEn estimation as suggested by [37], [38]. The PEn was also calculated using time
delay L = 1 and L = 2, and embedding dimension m = 3 as
recommended by Olofsen et al. [40].
It can be noticed from the figure that the lowest p-values
were obtained when all entropy features were calculated from
IMF5, indicating good discriminatory capability between the
infants with CP and infants with normal neurology. The
figure also shows the robustness of SampEn and PEn measures with the small changes of the embedding parameters.
The p-values of SampEn, PEn, and SpEn estimated from
IMF5 were all significant and equal to 0.0019, 0.0013, and
0.0004, respectively.
To explore how the entropies calculated from IMF5 differ
between infants with CP and infants with normal neurology,
the distributions of complexity measures of both groups have
been estimated as presented in Fig. 6. Compared to the normal
group, the CP group showed lower entropy values, indicating
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FIGURE 5. P-values of the entropy features comparing CP and normal
groups for each IMF.

a complexity reduction, specifically in the alpha band–the frequency band corresponding to IMF5. Due to their significant
discriminant capability between the CP and normal groups,
entropies features of all electrodes computed from IMF5 were
selected to train the RUSBoost classifier.
To prevent overfitting, the classifier was trained on different subsets of the feature vector. For each subset, the features were selected using the scalar feature selection method
described previously. In practice, classification results of different numbers of selected features could be explored, and
the one that results in the best performance might be considered [51]. Thus, we started by investigating the performance
of the top 20 high-ranked features, where the role of thumb
is not to exceed the number of the training samples (which
is 26) [51]. The top 15, top 10, top 5, top 3, top 2, and top 1
features were also investigated. Table 2 gives the LOSOCV
results when the classifier was trained and tested on the entire
feature set and the top selected ones. It can be inferred that the
classifier’s performance was generally enhanced by reducing
the number of features. The best classification results were
achieved using the top 5 selected features.
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FIGURE 6. Box plots of the distribution of the complexity measures extracted from IMF5 signals of infants with CP and infants with normal neurology.
The entropy values of CP show lower values compared to the normal subjects.

TABLE 2. Performance of the RUSBoost classifier using different groups
of complexity features.

TABLE 3. p-values of the graph-theoretic features. Graph feature that is
statistically significant is indicated in boldface.

B. WPLI-BASED FUNCTIONAL BRAIN
CONNECTIVITY RESULTS

Table 3 summarizes the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for
the graph-theoretic features. The features with lower p-values
are shown with boldface in the table, indicating a statistically
significant difference.
The results demonstrate that the difference between the two
populations is particularly distinct using the diameter feature
computed from IMF5. The boxplot presented in Fig. 7 indicates that the diameter of the CP group was significantly
higher than the normal one.
The diameter feature estimated from IMF5 was selected
to be used in the classification stage due to its significant
discriminability between the study groups. The performance
of the RUSBoost classifier was evaluated using LOSOCV,
and a good result of 80.8% ACC, 67% SNS, 85% SPC and
0.79 AUC was also achieved.

FIGURE 7. Box plot of the distribution of the diameter feature extracted
from the IMF5 component of infants with CP and those with normal
neurology. The diameter values of infants with CP are higher than those
of normal subjects.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study carried out a qEEG analysis in a machine learning
framework to identify clinical biomarkers that could distinguish between term-born infants with neonatal HIE, who
developed CP by the age of two, and those with normal
neuromotor development. Early identification of those at
the highest risk of adverse outcomes enables targeted early
interventions and provides families with psychological and
financial support.
137842

Both complexity and functional connectivity characteristics of the resting EEG signals were explored to provide a
multivariate investigation of the abnormal brain function of
infants with CP. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is
the first study employing such qEEG measures, particularly
nonlinear entropies and graph-theoretic features of WPLI
in the NA-MEMD domain, to explore brain dynamics of
children with neonatal HIE who developed CP.
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The main challenge of this study was the limited and
imbalanced number of samples in the dataset, as out of the
26 infants under prospective monitoring, only 6 developed
CP at 24 months. Because this is a common problem in
clinical studies, the machine learning community devoted
a significant effort to establishing classification techniques
for such limitations. LOSOCV was employed to reduce the
effect of the limited number of samples, while the RUSBoost
classifier was used to handle the imbalanced classes issue.
Entropy measures were the first class of features investigated to differentiate between the infants with CP and
infants with normal neurology. While most of the well-known
entropy measures quantify the regularity of a time series
represented on a single scale [24], Multiscale entropy [54],
for example, measures the complexity considering different
scales inherent in the signal. Though powerful, the multiscale
entropy method is not well adapted for studying the nonlinear and non-stationary signals due to its linear extraction
of scale [55]. Subband wavelet entropy (SWE) [56] was
also proposed to measure Shannon entropy from multiscale
components. However, SWE is based on the wavelet method,
which relies on predefined frequency ranges for the decomposition process. In the present work, we addressed these issues
by computing the proposed entropies over different signal
scales/IMFs extracted by NA-MEMD, which decomposes the
signals adaptively and considering the nonlinear and nonstationary nature of EEGs [57], [48].
The statistical analysis results showed that the best discriminatory capability of the three entropies (SampEn, PEn,
and SpEn) was when they were extracted from IMF5 - the
component corresponds to the alpha brain wave [17]. These
results were robust with the small changes in the entropy estimation parameters. Particularly, the infants with CP exhibited
significantly lower entropies at the alpha-band compared to
the normal group. This finding suggests that brain function
is impaired in infants who developed CP, leading to lower
complexity in their EEG signal.
Gao et al. [15] also found a deficit in the complexity of
alpha-band signals of individuals with CP. However, they
reported a higher global complexity in their signals compared to the controls. This inconsistency might be due to
the differences in the complexity measures between the two
studies. While we employed nonlinear complexity to measure the temporal regularity of the signals, they used the
linear omega complexity to assess the degree of synchronization between spatially distributed brain areas. Furthermore, the age at investigation was different from our study.
Gao et al. exploration was performed on male adolescent
patients while we investigated newborns’ brain complexity.
Sajedi et al. [22] also reported a higher EEG complexity
in children with CP employing the fractal dimension as a
nonlinear measure of time series regularity. Nevertheless,
they computed the complexity for the broad-band signals
(1-30Hz) and didn’t consider the complexity of each brain
wave independently. In addition, they reported the enhanced
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complexity for the interior brain area, while we computed the
complexity for all regions.
WPLI-based functional brain connectivity measure was
the second set of features explored in this study. Although the
coherence, phase-locking value (PLV) and PLI are the most
popular methods for quantifying functional brain connectivity, they are associated with several shortcomings that WPLI
could overcome. Coherence is a linear approach affected by
volume conduction. The PLV and PLI are both advantaged
by being nonlinear methods. However, PLV is also affected
by volume conduction, while PLI is associated with the discontinuity problem. As discussed earlier in the methodology
section, WPLI improved PLI by weighting the phase lags
according to their magnitudes of the imaginary component of
coherence (ImCoh). Even though WPLI uses a minor quantity
of coherence, it has been proven that ImCoh can diminish the
volume conduction effects, i.e., only the real coherence part
related quantities are that affected by the conduction problem.
In line with complexity results, the best discrimination
capability of the graph-theoretic measures was achieved
using the alpha-band component of the signals. Particularly,
the statistical results show an increase in the diameter feature
estimated from IMF5 of the infants with CP compared to
the controls. This result implies the global hypoconnectivity,
indicating that the CP’s brain network is less integrated, and
accordingly, the information transfer across the network is
less efficient. This finding is consistent with the previous
studies that found the hypoconnectivity between the right and
left hemispheres in individuals with CP using the coherencebased measures [18]–[20]. On the other hand, different studies have reported the disruption of brain connectivity revealed
at the alpha band in individuals with CP [16]–[20].
Due to their significant results, entropies and graphtheoretic features (basically the diameter) calculated from
IMF5 were used to train and test the RUSBoost classifier.
Comparable classification results have been achieved using
the two classes of features; The classifier performance using
the entropy features reached 84.6% ACC, 83% SNS, 85%
SPC, and 0.87 AUC, along with 80.8% ACC, 67% SNS, 85%
SPC, and 0.79 AUC using the diameter feature.
The methodology and findings of our investigation have
been compared to the state-of-the-art research, which used
qEEG analysis to characterize CP brain abnormalities. The
pros and cons of the methodologies followed by the existing
techniques have been discussed earlier in the introduction
section. Table 4 summarizes the methods as well as the
findings of previous research and the current study.
It could be inferred from the table that a deficit in the
alpha band was reported by almost all research. Machine
learning frameworks have been employed in only two explorations [18], [22], which reached 91.7% ACC, 100% SNS,
83.3% SPC and 94.8% ACC, 92.5% SNS, 97.2% SPC,
respectively. These results are slightly better than the classification performance of our proposed method (84.6% ACC,
83% SNS, 85% SPC). However, the measures employed
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TABLE 4. Comparison of the qEEG state-of-the-art methods employed for CP classification.

herein (WPLI and entropy measures in the NA-MEMD
domain) can overcome the issue of the coherence, PSD and
fractal dimension measures used in [18], [22].
We can generally argue that our exploration’s novelty is
represented by using qEEG measures to predict CP at infancy.
137844

Moreover, using WPLI and entropy measures can handle
all limitations raised with other qEEG measures used in
the literature, including the assumption of linearity and
stationarity of the EEG signals and the volume conduction issue, mainly associated with the coherence measure.
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Additionally, state-of-the-art studies often analyze the signals
using time-frequency methods that rely on the predefined traditional brain waves. This scenario raises an issue where the
ranges of neural oscillations of interest may vary among subjects, specifically between infants and older individuals [21].
This limitation has been settled in our proposed approach
using the NA-MEMD method, which decomposes the time
series adaptively. Hence, all potentially meaningful subjectspecific brain dynamics inherent in the signals were included
in the analysis.
In summary, our findings suggest that both complexity
and connectivity features computed at the alpha band could
discriminate well between infants who later develop CP and
those with later normal neurology. These features could be
used as biomarkers for a very early prediction of CP, which
in turn enables the possibility of developing an appropriate
intervention strategy to improve motor outcome. However,
a much larger trial with a more significant population and a
variety of perinatal and neonatal neurological complications
needs to be conducted before this method could be considered
for clinical application.
V. CONCLUSION

The proposed framework successfully discriminated restingstate EEGs of term-born infants with neonatal HIE who
developed CP by the age of two years from those with
the normal neuromotor outcome. Advanced complexity and
functional connectivity measures in the NA-MEMD were
assessed using statistical analysis and a machine learning
framework. Both classes of features achieved good classification performance that reached 84.6% ACC, 83% SNS,
85% SPC and 0.87 AUC. Moreover, EEG complexity features
(as indexed by SampEn, PEn, and SpEn) and graph-theoretic
parameters (particularly diameter) of alpha-band may be considered biomarkers for early CP prediction.
Even though this study can be viewed as a promising
attempt towards building an aiding tool for early prediction
of CP, more work needs to be carried out in the future, with a
larger and more balanced dataset and other classifiers.
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